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                 History                
                 Please no plagiarism or high turnitin.  I also attached the old lesson of (1-1) because the assignment that needs to be done is (2-3) and a continuation.   If you have any questions, please let me kno                Please no plagiarism or high turnitin.  I also attached the old lesson of (1-1) because the assignment that needs to be done is (2-3) and a continuation.   If you have any questions, please let me kno

                HIS 200 Writing Plan Progress Check 2 Guidelines and Rubric   Overview: Throughout Theme : Approaches to History , you have been guided through beginning your Project 1: Writing Plan assignment, which you will continue  to work on in Theme 2 and formally submit for completion at the end of Week 4 of the course. This progress check assignment provides you with an important  opportunity to get valuable instructor feedback on the progress you are making and to ensure you are on the right track for y our later s ubmission.   Prompt: The second half of Theme : Approaches to History has explored how historians select search terms to locate secondary sources that help them find  answers to their research question . Return to your submission for Progress Check 1 and expan d upon your event ’s historical significance, describe two secondary  sources you could use to research your event (along with search terms you used to locate those sources), and support your res earch question with secondary and  primary sources. Specifically, in this assignment, you will submit the following elements of your Project 1: Writing Plan for review by your instructor:  In Theme : Approaches to History , learning  block 2-3 (page 3) , you completed the  following element :  I. Describe the historical event that you selected. Why is this event significant?  In Them e: Approaches to History , learning  block 2-3 (page 3) , you worked toward the  following element:  II. Describe at least two secondary sources that you could use to research your historical event. Your  sources must be relevant to your event and must be of an appropriate academic nature. In your description, consider questions such as: What are the similarities and differences in the content of your sources? What makes them app ropriate and relevant for investigating your event? What was  your thought process when you were searching for sour ces? How did you make choices?   In Theme : Approaches to History , learning  bloc k 2-3 (page 3) , you completed the  following element:  IV. Based on your review of primary and secondary sources, develop a research question related to the  historical event you selected. In other words, what would you like to know more about? Please note that the numbering included above directly aligns with the number ing of these elements as they are presented in the Project 1 Guidelines and  Rubric . You will ultimately also need to describe primary sources that you could use to research your event as well as the audience and message for your  historical analysis essay , but you do not need to do so in this submission. You will be prompted to build upon this progress check submission to prepare your final  writing plan for submission in Week 4.   Rubric  Guidelines for Submission : The Writing Plan Progress Check 2 must be submitted as a one -page Microsoft Word document with double spacing, 12 -point Times  New Roman font, and one -inch margins . Follow the format ting of the example included in Theme : Approaches to History , learning block 2-3 (page 3 ), and  include identifying information (name, course code and title, assignment title, name of university, and date) as well as section head ings (topic, research question ,  search terms and sources ) as appropriate. Critical Elements  Proficient (100%)  Needs Improvement ( 75%)  Not Evident (0%)  Value  Historical Event  Describes selected historical event and its significance  Describes selected historical event or its significance, but with gaps in detail or clarity  Does not describe selected historical event and its significance  25  Secondary Sources  Describes at least two relevant and appropriate secondary sources that could be used to research historical event  Describes at least two secondary sources that could be used to research historical event, but with gaps in appropriateness,  relevance, or detail  Does not describe at least two secondary sources that could be used to research historical event  25  Research Question  Develops research question related to selected histo rical  event, based on review of secondary sources  Develops research question related to selected historical event, but question is not based on review of secondary sources  Does not develop a research question related to selected historical event  30  Articulation of Response  Submission has no major errors related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, or organization  Submission has major errors related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, or organization that negatively impact readability and articulation of main ideas  Submission has critical errors related to citations, grammar, spelling, syntax, or organization that prevent understanding of ideas  20  Total  100%            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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